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Lincoln’s New Salem 
6th grade 

Activity # 3 
 

 
Interview a New Salem Resident 

 
             This is a language arts and history activity that will encompass the tasks of  
interviewing, writing and speaking. The student will research Lincoln’s New Salem 
residents ,conduct an interview and develop a written report. 
 
Method: 

As a famous news correspondent students will interview a partner who will 
pose as a New Salem Resident. Each student will have an active role in the 
project.  

 
1. Divide your students into groups of four students each. 
      Have each group choose a name for their group pertinent to New Salem.                
     (The Coopers, Lincoln’s Followers, see the website for more)    
      Each group should  have as many 3x5 index cards as there are groups. 
      Within each group there should be an interviewer, a recorder, a character and  
      person who is character support. (this person will help the character research,  
      find props and encourage).             
 
2. The student who will be interviewed must choose a resident to portray in their 

interview.   
      Resources: New Salem website Lincolnsnewsalem.com, other  
      resources will be listed at the end of this lesson.  
 
3. The interviewer and the support person within a group can help their 

characters formulate information about themselves and develop their 
characters. Acting and voice tone of a character could be developed to make 
the activity more fun. Props such as clothing, or period items could be used to 
develop the characters. 

 
4. When all of the gathering of information is complete, each group will report to 

the class by conducting interviews two by two. The support person could also 
act out another role to enhance the role of the interviewee. The rest of the 
groups will write down clues on their 3x5 index cards as the interview 
proceeds.  

 
5. Interviewers from the rest of the groups are allowed to ask one question each 

to the character being interviewed. Each interviewer may have more turns to 
ask questions as time allows. An interviewer paired with a character must 
ward off any leading questions from other interviewers that may blow the 
characters cover too quickly. 
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6. Sample questions: Do you have children? 
                                    Do you work with wood?  
                                    Are you a male? 
                                    Give me a word that describes 
                                    your personality. 
                                    Tell me about an item that you use in your daily life. 
 
7. When all characters have been interviewed students may begin putting clues 

together in their groups and will write on the index cards who they think the 
clues match. At the teacher’s discretion, groups may begin guessing the 
characters. The interviewers in each group will be the facilitators of the group 
and control the questioning and answering. Each interviewer should raise their 
hand and address the other group by name . 

 
 
This process about New Salem residents can be stretched into a unit or a 
theme within a history module. 
If your class is planning a trip to New Salem this would be a good activity 
prior to the visit. 
 
Objectives:  
 
1. Gain knowledge through interviewing, speaking and writing.  
2. Understand that people during earlier periods in history were 

confronted with many obstacles. 
3. Develop a sense of pride for their work and their classmates work. 
4. Cultivate group cooperation, tolerance, and work independently. 
5. Gain understanding that life is influenced by our culture, environment 

and heritage. 
  
 
Students will meet the many Illinois Learning Standards: 
English Language Arts:  
 State Goal 1: Reading and comprehending using various strategies 

State Goal 3: Write to communicate 
Goals 3.B.2a, 3.B.2c,3.C.2a 
State Goal 4.A: Listen effectively in formal and in informal           

situations. Goals 4.A.2a, 4.A.2b, 4.B.2b   
 State Goal 5.A: Locate, organize and use information from various 
sources to answer questions, solve problems and communicate ideas. 
            Goals 5.A.2a, 5.A.2b, 5.B.2b, 5.B.2b, 5.C.2b 
Social Sciences:  
 State Goal 16: Historical events, trends, individuals and 
movements and other nations. 
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     Goals 16.A, 16.A.2b, 16.A.2c   
Resources:  
  Lincolnsnewsalem.com  
 Videotape- Turning Point (this is more specifically on Abraham 
Lincoln) you may obtain the video by calling 217-632-4000. 
 Books:  Abe Lincoln and the Frontier Folk of New Salem (2002) 
by Constance Reep Unsworth . 
               Lincoln’s New Salem by Benjamin Thomas 
 
 
Be sure to take the virtual tour of the New Salem website.  
         
 
  
 
 


